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ABSTRACT
In spite supply chain management is obtaining more attention from researchers, academics and practitioners still mainly conduct research on manufacturing or traditional supply chain management perspective because of nature of industry’s complexity. So, research on service supply chain is immature and there is still some deficiency to study on service supply chain management. The main purpose of this research is to identify the configuration structure of service supply chain management by applying the case study of the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand. Definitions and concept of service supply chain are suggested in the literature review section. Primary data is mainly collected through semi-structured interviews and secondary data is reviewed systematically from academic journals and database. By exploring the configuration structure of service supply chain, the conceptual framework is illustrated to identify the relationship which consider the nature of service supply chain in the particular case study. Finally, the conclusion section is discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, it is generally accepted that the service sector has played the significant role in many countries [1]. At present, the service sector is required to improve internal service operations, minimize cost and increase efficiency and effectiveness [1]. Regarding to the dynamic technology evolution, increasing customer satisfaction while responding rapid changeable customer’s preference is challenging and competitive [2]. Supply chain management is the vital perspective that almost all industries have implemented so far via the manufacturing aspect. But the service supply chain management research is still getting less attention than manufacturing supply chain management because of complicated service characteristics; which are perishable, intangibility, simultaneity and heterogeneity, and difficult to measure the performance along the service chain [3]. While diverse business areas of research in service supply chain management such as airlines, restaurant, hospital [4], [5], [6], hotel [7], [8], education [9], logistics [6], [10], consulting [11] and so forth, there is a dearth of evidence has investigate how service providers in sport industry manage the service supply chain that may improve firm service. The inherent problem for service supply chain implementation for sport industry is almost all about the data inaccessibility. Therefore, this research has studied to fill the gap by empirically applying service supply chain management perspective to the case study of shooting sport. For this reason, the aim of this study is to identify the configuration structure of service supply chain management by applying the case study of the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand.

Moreover, this research contributes to the improvement of service supply chain management implementation through the case study. Scholars expect that this research can encourage and guide the rest of shooting range sport centers in Thailand to be drawn and highlighted the processes of service supply chain management. Consequently, service providers from the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand can improve and spot on the related process, meanwhile, customer would get more satisfaction and faster service.

The paper is further organized into four sections. The next section gives a comprehensive on current state of research which mainly states about the concept of service supply chain management; following a methodology section clarifying the research approach. Then the originality and discussion are explained about the proposed framework with the case study of the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand. The conclusion is provided in the final section.

2. THE CONCEPT OF SERVICE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
While there has been a great deal of research on supply chain management, very few studies about service supply chain management. In recent decades, the research on service supply chain has just been carried out about identifying definitions [2], [4], [12], structure of service supply chain [4], [12],[13], and empirical case study base on theoretical service supply chain concept [11], [12],[13]. Basically, service supply chain has been defined by several researchers. Table 1 demonstrates each definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltacioglu et al. [4]</td>
<td>Service supply chain is the network of suppliers, intermediary, service providers, customers and other supporting parties that</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
faces with demand uncertainty and highest and lowest points of sale.

As from the theoretical studies of Ellram et al. [13] and information technology management [2], [4], [13], order process management, service performance management and relationship management, supplier relationship management, management, capacity and resources management, customer relationship management has been defined as the ability to manage and maintain a relationship between firms and its suppliers [16]. Supplier relationship management is the core process for every business which supports, plans, sources material, and coordinates with suppliers [4]. Additionally, supplier relationship management can help firms to have faster service at the minimize cost by having the strong collaborations.

2.5 Order Process Management
Order process management process has been described as the activity in getting orders from customers, examining the order status and interacting with customer [4]. This function is critical for service firms because the physical goods manufacturer can produce before customer places the order, but service is delivered after the order is received. At present, order process management has important impacts on customer’s perception in many ways for example customers nowadays can place order from automatic kiosks to avoid the mistake from getting order by human, they can also track their order by application as the order status report and customer might interact with firm directly via real time conversation platform [4], [13].

2.6 Service Performance Management
Service performance management is the ability to manage, improve the performance of service process and fulfill the customer requirement [4]. It involves many aspects such as service delivery management, order process management and other activities [17]. Service performance might be measured simultaneously when during and after the service is being served [1]. This process is related directly with human resource skills and performance, so it can be included talent management within organization and rewarding system to boost up the employee’s performance and meet customer expectation. Hence, service performance management can maintain the service quality and customer loyalty.

2.7 Information and Technology Management
Information and technology management is the ability in sorting customer demand, sharing information among the firm supply chain, establishing expectation, shaping the scope of job description, service and required skills for service firm, and following up the customer feedback regarding service [4], [6], [11], [13], [17]. In terms of having the decision-making, information technology management might help avoid uncertainty demand by updating the historical data from customer purchasing, after-sale service or feedback with the coming customer demand. Almost all issues in firm can be solved by getting adequate information and using the appropriate technology devices and

| Wu et al. [6] | Service supply chain is an integration of a chain of entities to provide service directly or indirectly to customer. |
| Ellram et al. [13] | Supply chain management is the management of information, processes, service performance, capacity and financial from the supplier to the customers. |
| Li et al. [14] | Service supply chain can be defined as the service-network that arranges the service entities for delivering services the customers by applying technology. |
| He et al. [15] | Service supply chain can be identified as the management model of supply and demand chain which combines the service and technology. |

The study of Ellram et al [13] has become a key aspect of service supply chain in terms of raising awareness of the service importance and explaining the comparison among three frameworks such as H-P, SCOR and GSCF models. This study sought to shed light on a unifying framework for understanding the service supply chain management.

In 2007, Baltacioglu et al [4] investigated the IUE-SSC model based on the existing knowledge from Ellram et al model [13]. The IUE-SCC framework is a robust model for further research in terms of implementing the service supply chain management context in healthcare industry and providing the strategies in each process.

In this section, we present some fundamental ideas underlying the service supply chain processes from the existing literature reviews [1], [11], [13]. So basically, it is generally accepted wisdom that there are seven processes in service supply chain such as demand management, capacity and resource management, customer relationship management, supplier relationship management, order process management, service performance management and information technology management [2], [4], [13].

As from the theoretical studies of Ellram et al [13] and Baltacioglu et al [4] are extended by seven constructs as following:

2.1 Demand Management
Demand management is the basic activity of service supply chain management. It can be defined as estimating forecasts and managing customer demand by applying the real time information to the demand plan and shaping the service capacity [2], [13]. This activity is challenging for service firm in terms of determining and facing with demand uncertainty and highest and lowest points of sale.

2.2 Capacity and Resources Management
Capacity and resource management can be defined as the activity in balancing demand from customers and firm’s service capacity at the optimum capacity [2], [10], [13]. Due to the customer demand is fluctuated and miscellaneous, almost all every firm has the problem about balancing the customer demand with the prepared service capacity. In terms of solving this problem, service firms are required to maintain and keep the level of optimum service capacity with the customer demand for example rescheduling the work shift or number of employees.

2.3 Customer Relationship Management
Customer relationship management has been defined as the ability in interacting with internal firms and customers, creating the customer demand and developing long-term customer relationship by using real-time information technology. In addition, improving communication with customers and understanding the prediction of customer demand can also lead to customer relationship management and customer royalty [2], [4].

2.4 Supplier Relationship Management
Supplier relationship management is the ability to manage and maintain a relationship between firms and its suppliers [16]. Supplier relationship management is the core process for every business which supports, plans, sources material, and coordinates with suppliers [4]. Additionally, supplier relationship management can help firms to have faster service at the minimize cost by having the strong collaborations.
networks [1]. In addition, information technology management implementation supports the internal and external collaboration, increases firm’s operation efficiency and effectiveness and share useful information to the customer as the advertisement. Therefore, Information technology management is the key enabler in every function of firm to manage seamless operation system and provide information sharing system to the customers [1], [6], [11], [17].

From the literature of service supply chain management, research has been carried out in several areas such as airlines, restaurant, hospital [4], [5], [6], hotel [7], [8], education [9], logistics [6], [10], consulting [11] and so forth. There is limited research investigating the service systems of sport center. Regarding to the current research trend in service supply chain management, a conceptual framework by applying the case study of the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand is proposed. The proposed conceptual framework has been highlighted the nature of service system in sport center and the theoretical understanding based on the service supply chain management concept.

3. METHODOLOGY

Based on the literature review, this research on service supply chain aims to provide the structure of service supply chain case study of the shooting sport center in Northeastern, Thailand and to identify the uniqueness of its nature of service operations of the shooting range sport center. More specially, this research has been conducted primary data by field observation with authorized permission to the weapons warehouse and semi-structured interviews from the 10 staffs and 2 managers of the shooting range center in order to understand the service system. Additionally, some customers provided information about the order process management and other information. Suggestions and opinions from experts of supply chain management field also provided some direction to organize the configuration structure of service supply chain management.

4. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

The research results are mainly described from analyzing the data collection from the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand and are concluded into a framework.

4.1 Case Study

Shooting sport is the series of proficiency of accuracy, speed, and precision. Basically, every sport has its own equipment to use but shooting sports is quite unique in terms of a variety of weapons such as firearm, air pistol, rifles, handguns and shotguns, distance in 10, 25 and 50 meters, electronic and paper target and time limits for each section. Shooting sport is open for individual and team competitions by counting the accumulative scores from every target. As from the test of accuracy and precision, the main objective of this sport is to gain the most scores as possible by hitting the nearest center point of each target.

In Thailand, shooting sport is adventurous and exciting for all ages. There are two rounds for national games every year such as Thailand national games and Thailand national youth games for people between 15 to 25 years of age. Basically, Shooting is the sport which is required several things before entering to the shooting range such as prepared the registered weapons (i.e. pistol, rifle), appropriate bullets for each type of weapon, different sizes of target papers, and shooter license or membership card. The problem is service configuration structure in this case is still vague and complicated. The service supply chain structure in this research is described in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Service supply chain process in the shooting range Sport center, Thailand](image_url)

The service supply chain study in this research is consisted of a shooting range center as the focal unit which provides the service and vacant ranges to customers; suppliers providing the bullets, paper targets, and other accessories (special clothes, shoes and eye glasses); coach or consultancy serving the professional service, the shooting techniques from basic to advance lessons and exercising programmed for athletes. The special feature of service supply chain is bidirectional relationship [17]. In this given framework, customers would have bidirectional contact with the focal unit or the shooting range center and other suppliers such as professionals and target paper company. The customers can be the supplier at the same time because service cannot be stored or produced in advance. The customer requires to consume simultaneously when they presented [17].

4.2 Application of Service Supply Chain Management to the Case Studies

From the literature of service supply chain management, it is necessary to study and understand the process of each stage of service supply chain management concept. In order to combine the case study of shooting range sport center with the service supply chain concept, the figure 2 shows the seven constructs of service supply chain management. The figure 2 has been divided into three sections; customer-facing processes, supplier processes and overlapping processes. Firstly, customer-facing processes are about the processes that firm needs to interact or communicate directly with customers. Customer-facing processes are consisted of Customer relationship management, order process management and service performance management [2]. Secondly, supplier processes are mainly about the core process of maintaining, developing the relationship with suppliers. These processes are also related about prioritizing the supplier’s performance. Thirdly, overlapping processes are about the combination between customer-facing process and supplier processes which are required to apply along the all service process in firm.
In terms of application the service supply chain management concept to the case study of the shooting range sport center in Thailand, each stage is described as following:

4.2.1 Demand management
Demand management process is mainly about forecasting, creating customer demand and keeping the real-time information within firm [3], [4], and [13].

In this case study, the focal unit or the shooting range sport center can adapt this prior function by estimating the number of general members or athletes. The staffs may create the customer demand by suggesting more promotion of accessories orders and inputting the real time customer information into the Point-of-Sale programme (POS system).

4.2.2 Capacity and resource management
Capacity and resource management process is about the process of balancing and managing the customers demand and firm service capacity [13]. In this process, the focal unit or the shooting range sport center requires to balance the customer demand by keeping the number of rental weapons for general customers and athletes, target papers or vacant electronic targets and different types of bullets with the nearest optimum point of stocks. In addition, this process is encouraged the staffs to manipulate the facilities, inventory and professional scheduling.

4.2.3 Customer relationship management
Customer relationship management has been suggested as the ability to understand, manage and assess the customer satisfaction [4]. Customer relationship management in this case study includes obtaining the information of customer demand or preferences e.g. schedules, special coach and so forth, communicating with athletes and other shooting clubs and tracking the customer programme or satisfaction. The effective customer relationship management function can be successful by integrating customer feedback with the given information from the demand management function.

4.2.4 Supplier relationship management
Supplier relationship management is also important to every sector [17]. Basically, this function includes selecting the suppliers, developing the strong relationship and sourcing the new supplier in order to handle with the risk situation or uncertain demand [5]. In this case, the focal unit or the shooting range sport center requires the strong collaboration with the critical suppliers such as weapons (pistols, rifles, and other types), target paper companies, electronic target companies, professional team from the reliable organizations and some accessories international importers. In terms of achieving successful supplier relationship management, the focal unit always needs to assess the supplier performance and every single product quality and team usually sources the new suppliers in order to have power of decision making.

4.2.5 Order process management
The order process management function in the case study of the shooting range sport center covers many sub-processes such as order preparation which is mainly about the vacant shooting ranges scheduling, order entry from customers, order filling to stocks, real-time order status report, order information management. Therefore, this function has a critical impact on customer’s perception and satisfaction. In terms of customer-facing process, receiving the right types of weapons, bullets, and targets are important for playing this sport. Failure in this function may cause the problems on the effectiveness of firm operations for example some type of bullet has sensitive price, authorized needed and long leading time when ordering. So, every order from customer requires to consider correctly before handing to suppliers [5].

4.2.6 Service performance management
Service performance management is about the ability to serve and fulfill the customer demand [3]. The shooting range sport center may involve with many processes such as assessing the service delivering performance, order process management and skilled-labour management. This process is mainly about human resource management because of its nature of characteristics of service that service performance can be measured after customer consumes it. In addition, service performance generally relates to customer satisfaction.

4.2.7 Information technology management
The importance of improving supply chain management performance is based on the implementation of information technology management process [6]. In this case study, it should be noted that information technology management is required for all activities in service supply chain. The aims of information technology in the shooting range sport center are providing the right data or accurate demand before placing orders and applying the suitable software and programme at Point-of-Sale (POS) and stock rooms. Information Technology management is key activity which connects all processes for effective service supply chain management [1].
Consequently, the successful of service supply chain management has been suggested that all seven activities in service supply chain concepts should be linked together to develop the overall firm performance and increase overall customer’s satisfaction.

5. CONCLUSION

As traditional supply chain management is becoming more significant, service supply chain management is also obtaining attention for theoretical and methods development. Service supply chain perspective deserves to study and implement specially in the service industry rather than applying the traditional supply chain perspective to the service industry because of measurement dimensions. Therefore, this research provides insight into the configuration structure of service supply chain management field. In addition, this paper extends the service supply chain management configuration structure by applying the case study of the shooting range sport center in Northeastern, Thailand. The framework can encourage the practitioners to understand about clear processes and implement the service supply chain concept in each process. Further case studies and empirical research will be conducted about measurement and index scales to improve and assess the overall service performance.
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